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AbstratExperimental studies in geneti program-ming often only use a few, arti�al prob-lems. The results thus obtained may notbe typial and may not reet performaneon problems met in the real world. Tohange this we propose the use of ommonsuites of benhmark problems and introduea benhmarking problem repository alledGP-Beagle. The basi entities in the reposi-tory are problems, problem instanes, prob-lem suites and usage information. We giveexamples of problems and suites that anbe found in the repository and identify itsWWW site loation.

1 INTRODUCTIONA large fration of geneti programming (GP) researhis empirial. New ideas are implemented and tested inexperiments on a number of problems. Sometimes theperformane of the new idea is ompared to a base-line GP system. Even though this an show the rela-tive merit of the new idea it does not easily extend toomparing the merits of di�erent GP extensions. Fur-thermore, the problems used are often arti�ial so theresults may not be representative of the performaneon real-world problems. If real-world data are used thenumber of di�erent problems is often limited. This anlead to happenstane results that is not typial of theperformane on the majority of problems.In this paper we introdue GP-Beagle, an infrastru-ture for establishing, maintaining and promoting apublially available repository of benhmarking prob-lems for empirial investigation and performane eval-uation of geneti programming systems. It inludesboth individual problems and benhmarking suites of

problems. It de�nes a nomenlature and struture fordi�erent entities related to benhmarking, spei�es at-tributes needed to desribe eah problem and suite andlists the publiations in whih they have been used.Inspired by the reent suesses of the open souremovement the repository is available under a GPL-like usage agreement where the use of the problems isfree but published results must be reported bak tothe repository. This ensures that the repository angive an up-to-date view of the use of the problems andthe knowledge gained. The GP-Beagle e�ort is sup-ported by a WWW site, urrently under development,at http://www.gp-beagle.org.We believe that GP-Beagle will enable the GP ommu-nity to make faster progress sine it will promote theuse of sound experimental methods, provide a ommonground for omparisons, enable faster elimination ofideas that are not fruitful and evoke disussions aboutthe problems we use in our researh and their respe-tive merits. However, this e�ort will be suessfullonly if we all, as a researh ommunity, make use ofand extend the repository. We hope to onvine youthat taking part in this e�ort will be bene�ial bothto you and to the ommunity as a whole.There are a number of existing problem databases inareas related to GP and muh an be gained by usingthem 1. However, we think a new repository is neededfor GP sine GP an attak other types of problemsand existing databases are mainly pools of problemsand do not give an up-to-date view of the use of theproblems. Furthermore, establishing a ommunity-spei� repository have the potential of raising theawareness and use of experimental studies far morethan the at of pointing to existing databases.Setion 2 elaborates on experimental researh and thepros and ons of using benhmarks. In setion 3,1One example is the UCI Mahine Learning repositorywith about 100 lassi�ation and regression data sets [1℄.



the omponents and struture of GP-Beagle are intro-dued and in setion 4 we detail the attributes usedto desribe the entities in the repository. Examples ofproblems and suites in the repository are desribed insetion 5 and setion 6 onludes the paper.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCHAND BENCHMARKSExperimental researh is an important part of the si-enti� method and it's importane in omputer sienehas been reently stressed [7℄ 2. Even though experi-ments an never prove a theory they allow us to testtheoreti preditions in reality and to explore areaswhere theory an not (yet) reah. The main bene�ts ofonduting experiments is that they help build a reli-able knowledge base of adequate theories and methods,they give observations that an lead to unexpeted in-sights and that they aelerate progress sine they helpto quikly eliminate unfruitful approahes and weedout erroneous laims. Experiments thus guides engi-neering pratie and theory development in promisingdiretions.We know of no studies of the urrent level of experi-mental pratie in GP researh. Studies on the neuralnetwork ommunity and omputer siene in generalhave revealed that the amount of experimental evalu-ation is low [5℄ [8℄. A study of 190 neural networks ar-tiles published in 1993 and 1994 showed that only 8%presented results for more than one real-world prob-lem, 29% did not employ even a single realisti learn-ing problem and one third did not present any quanti-tative omparison with a previously known algorithm[5℄. Even though some of the e�orts in the ANN om-munity to raise the level of experimental assessmenthave probably \spilled over" to the GP ommunity wesuspet that the situation in the GP ommunity is notmuh di�erent. A olletive strive for better assess-ment praties thus seem alled for.Benhmarks are an e�etive and a�ordable way of on-duting experiments and have been suessfully usedin many areas 3. A benhmark is a olletion of prob-lems with well-de�ned performane measurements anda presribed method how to evaluate performane. Ifthey are hosen in a good way they allow repeatableand objetive omparisons. The essential requirementson a benhmark are (based on [6℄):� Volume: the benhmark should inlude several2This setion draws heavily on the two papers [7℄ and[6℄.3A notable example are the \spe" problem suites usedfor benhmarking omputer performane.

and diverse problems,� Validity : ommon errors that invalidate the re-sults should be avoided,� Reproduibility : problems and experimentsshould be doumented well enough to be repro-duible,� Comparability : results should be omparable withthe results in other studies.Conduting experiments with only a few problemsmakes it diÆult to haraterize a new algorithm orextension. If only problems of the same type are usedthe results may not show the typial performane. Byinluding several problems of di�erent types we anget a fuller piture of how the algorithm performs ingeneral.Methodologial errors that threaten validity inludethe hoie of a problem suited to the investigated al-gorithm, reporting the result on a data set that wasused for training or using the test data set for tun-ing parameters. These errors an be avoided by usinga well-de�ned evaluation proedure that separates be-tween training, validation and testing.If a paper does not desribe the exat setup of an ex-periment the result an not be reprodued.If results of di�erent studies an not be ompared it isdiÆult to hoose between algorithms and ideas pro-posed in di�erent studies. This slows down progress.In addition to these four requirements, pratitionershave the requirement of representability : benhmarkproblems should resemble the problems met in the realworld. A risk with using arti�ial problems is thatthey have a limited information ontent 4 so that thereis no room to disover and exploit di�erent layers ofomplexity. For example, there might be no use inhaving a meta-learning ability, suh as assembling in-formation on searh diretions while searhing, on themultiplexer problem. Comparing mahine learning al-gorithms on simple problems with only one, entral"idea" to "get" might evaluate problem solving abilityin an unfair way.The use of benhmarks has some disadvantages. Onerisk is that algorithms are spei�ally tailored to per-form well on the benhmark problems. Another risk isthat benhmarks fous too muh on a single, numer-ial performane measure. This an hinder progress4In an information theoreti sense. For example, a sal-able arti�al problem, suh as Gaussian desribed in table1, has the same information ontent (kolmogorov omplex-ity) regardless of how the parameters are varied.



beause researhers optimize a loal optima instead ofexploring new and innovative avenues of researh. An-other problem is that it is not lear how fair ompar-isons should be arried out. For example, it might beunfair to ompare the auray of two GP algorithmswithout taking their exeution time or the time neededto set them up or the time needed to tune their pa-rameters into aount. Finally, benhmarks have toevolve with the needs of the ommunity and applia-tion areas; if they are stati they will fail to reet newknowledge and will thus beome irrelevant.At the urrent level of maturity of experimental pra-tie in the GP ommunity we think that the advan-tage of establishing and using ommon problems andbenhmarks outweighs these potential drawbaks. Byonstantly remind ourselves of these pitfalls their neg-ative e�ets an be avoided. Furthermore we have de-signed GP-Beagle to expliitly try to address them.
3 THE GP-BEAGLE PROBLEMREPOSITORYGP-Beagle is designed to be a one-stop plae forall information on GP problems and benhmarkingsuites of problems. The basi philosophy is that GP-Beagle should de�ne an open framework that an beeasily extended were suites of problems an evolve asknowledge is gained on them and the algorithms theyare used to evaluate. Thus, GP-Beagle does not sim-ply supply a number of problems, it also ollets andpresents information on their use. To guarantee thatthe usage information is up-to-date the problems aresupplied under a usage agreement. The agreementstates that the problems an be freely used but thatinformation on their use should be reported bak tothe repository. It also enourages researhers to sub-mit new problems to the repository. Any problems areaepted as long as they meet basi riteria (has beenused in published work and several instanes of thesame type of problem are not already in the reposi-tory).Sine evolutionary algorithms are general searh algo-rithms that an be applied to a large number of areasit would not be wise to speify one benhmark suiteto be used in all researh. GP-Beagle does not pre-speify a number of suites but starts by reording theolletions of problems that are atually used. Thus,the suites are de fato olletions of problems. Overtime it is antiipated that speial suites will evolve fordi�erent sub-areas of GP researh suh as for exam-ple lassi�ation, regression or arti�ial problems. Itis also antiipated that when a mass of problems and

usage data have been assembled suites an be on-struted in a rigorous way, using reent ideas on howto quantify the features of benhmarking suites [3℄.GP-Beagle is implemented on a WWW server as aset of Perl-sripts aessing a MySQL database. Thedatabase onsists of reords for eah of the basi enti-ties: problems, problem instanes, de fato and benh-marking suites and usage information. This implemen-tation minimizes 5 the amount of human resouresneeded to maintain the repository. Statistis on theuse of problems in the repository an be automati-ally olleted. The struture of the repository andthe GP-Beagle usage agreement is further desribedbelow. Setion 4 gives a detailed view of the entitiesin the repository.3.1 STRUCTURE OF THE REPOSITORYThe basi entity of the repository is a problem. A prob-lem is either a data set, a data generator or a simu-lator. Both of the latter are programs that generatedata to be used in �tness evaluation. The di�ereneis that a data generator is used o�-line, ie. by gener-ating a data set prior to starting the GP run, while asimulator is used on-line in a dynami evaluation of aGP individual. A problem an be either arti�ial orreal-world.Speifying whih problem has been used in an exper-iment is not enough to allow full reproduibility andomparability of results [6℄ [2℄. For instane it is notenough to speify whih data set has been used; onemust desribe how the data set have been divided intotraining, validation and testing sets. For a simula-tor or data generator we need to know whih parame-ters have been used, how many �tness ases have beengenerated and so forth. To enompass this level ofdetail GP-Beagle introdues the onept of a prob-lem instane. This is a fully spei�ed desription ofthe problem and how it has been used 6. Thus, eahproblem in the repository an have multiple instanesbut eah instane an only stem from one problem. Aproblem de�nes a family of possible instanes.A olletion of problem instanes that have been usedtogether in an experimental study is alled a problemsuite. A homogeneous suite onsists of problem in-stanes from the same problem, while a heterogeneoussuite have instanes from several problems.5Human assistane will be needed to review that newsubmissions to the repository are omplete, to reate newbenhmarks et.6An instane may ontain multiple samples from thesame problem data set.



A speial kind of problem suites are the benhmarkingsuites. These suites are not de fato suites that havealready been used in atual researh. Instead theyare expliitly added to the repository to promote newkinds of experiments or to de�ne suites onsisting ofdiverse problem instanes.In addition to these four basi entities the GP-Beagle repository ontains usage information. The us-age information details in whih studies eah prob-lem instane and suite have been used and the re-sults and knowledge obtained. This information anbe easily aessed when browsing the repository. GP-Beagle also ollets statistis on the use of problems sothat hot-lists an be presented. This way a researheran easily �nd the problems that are often used andthat would thus give good opportunities for ompara-tive analysis.3.2 THE GP-BEAGLE USAGEAGREEMENTThe problems in the GP-Beagle repository are avail-able free for any aademi or ommerial use as longas any published information generated by this use isreported bak to the repository. Spei�ally the infor-mation that should be reported inludes (general andsuite-spei� information):1. Referene to paper where the experiment is de-sribed, and2. The set of problem instanes used, and3. The goal of the experiment and a rationale forhoosing this spei� set of problems (if any), and4. Any knowledge gained on the set of problems suhas their suitability for ahieving the goal.and for eah problem instane used (instane-spei�information):1. The result obtained on the performane measurede�ned for the problem instane, and optionally2. The exeution time.A new problem instane an be generated or an exist-ing instane an be altered as long as the new instaneis supplied bak to the repository together with thefollowing information:1. The reason for reating the new instane, and2. A desription of why the previously existing in-stanes was not adequate.

4 ATTRIBUTES OF ENTITIES INGP-BEAGLEThe following attributes are kept in a reord on a prob-lem in the repository:� Name: A unique name for the problem. Oneassigned the problem will always have this nameand an thus be uniquely referred to in papers anddisussions.� Desription: A textual desription of the problem.Should ideally give some basi knowledge on thedomain, desribe the parameters in a DataGener-ator or Simulator, if attribute values are missingin a DataSet et.� Version: A version number to reet updates tothe problem.� Type: DataSet / DataGenerator / Simulator� Sub-type: Regression / Binary Classi�ation / 5-Classi�ation et.� Origin: Arti�ial/Real-world. Arti�ial problemsare further haraterized as whether their diÆ-ulty an be varied.� Soure: Who submitted the problem.� Status: Suggested / Reviewed. Indiates if theproblem have been reviewed and thus \oÆially"entered the repository.� Number and type of attributes: Total number ofattributes, number of ontinous and disrete at-tributes.� Number of instanes: Number of instanes in aDataSet.� File: A gzip:ped tar �le with all the �les in theproblem.The unique attributes of a problem instane reord:� From problem: The problem that the instane isderived from.� Desription: Desribes how the instane was de-rived from the \parent" problem, what ompo-nents it onsists of, why previously existing in-stanes of this problem was not adequate et.� Reason reated: Reason for reating the instane.



� Performane measure: Desribes the \�tness"value used to evaluate algorithms on the instane.� Number of instanes: Number of instanes thatan be used in evolving a solution (ie. these in-stanes an be divided in validation and trainingsets).� Number of test instanes: Instanes in test setthat annot be used in any way to evolve a solu-tion.� GP result: Give an example of a good result ob-tained with a GP tehnique.� GP paper: Pointer to a problem instane usageinfo reord desribing the paper in whih the goodresult was obtained.� Other result: Give an example of a good resultobtained with a non-GP tehnique.� Other paper: Briey desribe the tehnique usedand give referene to paper where result an befound.� Simple result: Give result ahieved with a simpletehnique (for example plurality rule in lassi�a-tion task or a tehnique based on linear separationin regression).The reord for a suite ontains the following uniqueattributes:� Type: DeFato / Benhmark.� Problem instanes: Instanes in the suite.� Sub-type: Heterogeneous / Homogeneous� Performane measure: Performane measure forsuite.In addition to the above, basi entities the repositoryontains two types of usage information reords: in-stane usage info and suite usage info. The uniqueattributes of the instane usage info are (the suite us-age info reord is similar):� Paper: Paper where experiment with instane isdesribed. Pointer to GP bibliography.� Tehnique used: Algorithm or tehnique used.� Performane obtained: Performane obtained.� Time: Exeution time to evolve a solution withthe performane above.

We have ontemplated using a standardized way toreport the exeution time but we do not think thatone \right" way to do it is yet available. One possibleway would be to report the atual exeution time nor-malized with the spe benhmark result for the CPUused as in [4℄. However, a number of objetions an beraised to this sheme so we have hosen not to speifyone way on how to measure the time needed.5 EXAMPLESBelow we give examples of some entries in the reposi-tory. One is a problem, one is a problem instane, oneis a de fato suite and one is a proposed benhmark.The desriptions are brief and primarily intended togive you a piture of the kind of information that anbe found in the repository. More details an be foundat the GP-Beagle web site.5.1 PROBLEM:Gaussian(n,�1,�1,�2,�2,f ,fl,fh)The Gaussian problem is a DataGenerator problem.It's reord in the GP-Beagle database is shown in ta-ble 1. The data �le for the problem, gaussian.tar.gz,ontains the following �les:� readme.txt - A desription of the �les inluded inthis tar �le, and� gaussian.desription - The data from the reordshown in table 1, and� gaussian. - The DataGenerator implemented inANSI-C, and� usage.info - Desription of how to ompile and usethe DataGenerator, and� data.info - Desription of the data �le generatedwhen the generator is run.The �les are typial of what should be inluded fora DataGenerator problem; they will di�er for othertypes of problems.5.2 PROBLEM INSTANCE:KddCup99-distoint-1%The KddCup99-distoint-1% is a problem instanesampled from the KDD Cup 1999 data (a real-world5-lass lassi�ation DataSet problem). The probleminstane reord is shown in table 2. Note that the ref-erene to the GP paper is given as the bibtex key in the



Table 1: Reord for the Gaussian problemName: Gaussian(n,�1,�1,�2,�2,f ,fl,fh)Type: DataGenerator SubType: Binary Classi�ation Version: 1.0, 2000-05-22VariableDiÆulty: Yes Status: Suggested Origin: Arti�ial# Instanes: Varying Attributes: Varying # of numerial File: gaussian.tar.gzSoure: Carla Fredria Gauss, fgauss�math.roks.orgDesription: Disriminate instanes generated from either of two multivariate (n attributes)gaussian distributions with mean and stddev (�1, �1) and (�2, �2), respetively. The 'f'parameter governs how many false input attributes, uniformly sampled on [fl,fh℄, should beadded to eah instane.The diÆulty of the problem (dimensionality, Bayes optimal lassi�ation rate and number offalse attributes) an be varied by varying the parameters of the problem. The Bayes optimallassi�ation rate (ultimate unertainty in problem whih no ML algorithm an do betterthan) an be alulated for parameter hoies with f equal to 0.Generalization of a problem from Elena projet.

Table 2: Reord for the KddCup99-distoint-1% problem instaneName: KddCup99-distoint-1%FromProblem: KddCup99 Status: Suggested Version: 1.0, 2000-05-18# Instanes: 48984 # TestInstanes: 311029 File: kddup99-distoint-1.tar.gzPerformaneMeasure: Average ost per test instane aording to spei�ed ost matrixSoure: Catherine Darwin, darwin�evolution-rules.omDesription: The data used in the KDD Cup 1999 ompetition had more than 4 million traininginstanes and 311,029 testing instanes. This problem instane ontains a 1% sample of the traininginstanes but all of the testing instanes. The \distoint" refers to the mapping from disrete inputattributes to numerial integers.The task is relatively diÆult sine the lass distribution in the test set is di�erent from the lassdistribution in the training set.ReasonCreated: We wanted to test if a GP system an get ompetitive results even with thesimplest possible mapping (mapping the values of an unordered disrete attribute to integersimposes an order that does not exist in the original data).We took a 1% sample beause we wanted to get a more manageable data set that would giveshorter exeution times.The test set was kept intat sine we wanted to be able to ompare to the results of the algorithmsin the KDD Cup.GPResult: 0.1985 GPPaper: gpbiblio:darwin:ieeetroe:2001OtherResult: 0.2331 with bagged and boosted deision trees (winner KDD Cup'99)OtherPaper: Elkan, C.: Results of the KDD'99 Classi�er Learning Contest, http://www-se.usd.edu/users/elkan/lresults.html, May 2000SimpleResult: 0.5220 with plurality rule and 0.2523 with a 1-nearest neighbor lassi�er.



GP bibliography. We are planning to implement on-netions between GP-Beagle and the GP bibliographyso that papers an easily be loated and searhed.5.3 DE FACTO SUITE: Proben1-medialA reent paper by Brameier and Banzhaf used sixproblems from the Proben1 benhmark suite to om-pare GP performane to that of neural nets [2℄. Eahproblem used had three di�erent samples of the samedata set. We have put these three samples in the sameinstanes and thus this de fato suite ontains 6 dif-ferent problem instanes. Its reord is shown in table3 7.5.4 BENCHMARK SUITE:Classi�ation-diverse18To give an example of a benhmark suite we havereated one by adding two large lassi�ation prob-lems to the suite of 16 lassi�ation problems used in[4℄. Note that the KddCup99-distoint-1% problem in-stane desribed in table 2 is one of them. The reordis shown in table 4. Also note that some of the prob-lem instanes used are from the same problems usedin the Proben1-medial suite above. Sine a di�er-ent sampling and evaluation proedure (10-fold ross-validation vs. 3-fold ross-validation) was used in thissuite the instanes are distint even though they stemfrom the same problems.
6 CONCLUSIONSWe have desribed GP-Beagle, an infrastruture for es-tablishing, maintaing and promoting a publially avail-able repository of benhmarking problems for empiri-al studies of geneti programming systems. By usingbenhmarks the geneti programming ommunity anmake faster progress sine results from di�erent stud-ies an be more easily ompared. Furthermore, benh-marks hosen in a good way promotes sound empirialstudies sine they inlude a broad and diverse set ofproblems and presribe the evaluation proedure andperformane measurements to be used.To address some of the pitfalls of using benhmarksGP-Beagle is an open framework where benhmarksand problems an evolve; we have not pre-spei�edsome benhmarks that must be used. We antiipatethat over time the GP ommunity, in a olletive e�ort,7In the paper, Brameier and Banzhaf does not reportan aggregated performane measure as is indiated in table3.

an assemble benhmarks for di�erent sub-areas of GPresearh in the framework supplied by GP-Beagle.The basi entities in GP-Beagle are problems, probleminstanes and problem suites. Problem instanes areonrete instanes of a problem with a full desriptionof how they should be used. They allow for full re-produibility of results. The repository also ontainsinformation on the use of the problems and suites. Allproblems are freely available as long as published re-sults and problem extensions are reported bak to therepository.GP-Beagle is implemented as a set of reords in aMySQL database. Perl sripts are used to extrat in-formation and update the data base. The interfaeto the repository is via a web site at http://www.gp-beagle.org. In order for this e�ort to really take o� weenourage you to visit the site, start using the reposi-tory and submitting your problems and results.Referenes[1℄ C.L. Blake and C.J. Merz. UCI repository of ma-hine learning databases, 1998.[2℄ Markus Brameier and Wolfgang Banzhaf. A om-parison of linear geneti programming and neuralnetworks in medial data mining. IEEE Transa-tions on Evolutionary Computation, in press, 2000.[3℄ Jozo J. Dujmovi. Universal benhmark suites. InPro. 7th Int. Symp. on Modeling, Analysis andSimulation of Computer and TeleommuniationSystems, pages 197{205, 1999.[4℄ T.-S. Lim, W.-Y. Loh, and Y.-S. Shih. A ompar-ison of predition auray, omplexity, and train-ing time of thirty-three old and new lassi�ationalgorithms. Mahine Learning, Forthoming, 2000.[5℄ L. Prehelt. A quantitative study of experimen-tal evaluations of neural network learning algo-rithms: Current researh pratie. Neural Net-works, 9(3):457{462, 1996.[6℄ Lutz Prehelt. Some notes on neural learning algo-rithm benhmarking. Neuroomputing, 9(3):343{347, 1995.[7℄ W. Tihy. Should Computer Sientist ExperimentMore? IEEE Computer, 31(5):32{40, 1998.[8℄ Walter F. Tihy, Paul Lukowiz, Lutz Prehelt,and Ernst A. Heinz. Experimental evaluation inomputer siene: A quantitative study. The Jour-nal of Systems and Software, 28(1):9{??, January1995.



Table 3: Reord for the Proben1-medial de fato suiteName: Proben1-medialType: DeFato Status: Suggested Version: 1.0, 2000-05-24# Instanes: 6 Id number: 1 File: proben1-medial.tar.gzInstanes: Caner-proben1, Diabetes-proben1, Gene-proben1, Heart-proben1,Horse-proben1, Thyroid-proben1PerformaneMeasure: Average lassi�ation error on the 3*6=18 test setsSoure:Markus Brameier and Wolfgang Banzhaf (originally from the Proben1 benh-mark), banzhaf�not.valid-email.deDesription: A subset of six medial lassi�ation problems was extrated from theProben1 neural network benhmark. Eah instane onsists of three di�erent samplesfrom one and the same problem.

Table 4: Reord for the Classi�ation-diverse18 benhmark suiteName: Classi�ation-diverse18Type: Benhmark Status: Suggested Version: 1.0, 2000-05-24# Instanes: 18 Id number: 2 File: lassi�ation-diverse18.tar.gzInstanes: Caner-lim, Cm-lim, Dna-lim, Heart-lim, Boston-housing-lim, Led-lim,Liver-lim, Pima-indians-lim, Satimage-lim, Image-segmentation-lim, Smoking-lim,Thyroid-lim, Vehile-lim, Voting-lim, Waveform-lim, Ta-evaluation-lim, KddCup99-distoint-1%, KddCup98-distoint-5%PerformaneMeasure: Average lassi�ation error rateSoure: Robert Feldt, feldt�e.halmers.seDesription: A broad and diverse suite of lassi�ation problems. Inludes �vebinary, seven ternary, one 4-lass, two 5-lass, one 6-lass, one 7-lass and one 10-lass lassi�ation problems. On \small" problems (less than 1000 instanes in testset) 10-fold ross-validation is used to estimate the lassi�ation error rate.Sixteen of the problems have been used on 33 di�erent ML tehniques in a studyby Tien-Sien Lim et al. This allows for omparisons to a large number of mahinelearning algorithms. Two additional data sets from the 1998 and 1999 KDD Cupompetitions were added to the benhmark beause many of the problems used in theLim et al study was \small".


